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Abstract — The report discusses the use of National 
Instruments tools for dependability prediction of electronic 
devices by simulation modeling. The description of the 
laboratory bench allowing to develop formal models based on 
reliability block diagrams, to carry out simulation experiment 
and to process statistical modeling results, is given as well as an 
example of this bench usage for reliability prediction of power 
supply of the lightweight spacecraft. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the main means of ensuring Radio Technical 
Devices (RTD) dependability is redundancy, which is used 
to ensure the RTD reliability as a whole, i.e. to maintain their 
performance in case of failure of one or several insufficiently 
reliable Incoming Components (IC). 

Enterprises developing and manufacturing RTD for 
various equipment, especially those operating under severe 
conditions, face problems of ensuring dependability, in 
particular, reliability [1]. This is confirmed by both failures 
at the stages of RTD acceptance checkout and their failures 
during operation. 

A promising direction in the field of dependability, as 
well as the characteristics assessment of dependability 
indicators is simulation modeling [2]. 

There are professional subsystems (software systems) for 
reliability characteristics calculation, for example, 
ASONIKA-K-SI [3, 4]. However, such subsystems have a 
significant drawback, since use computing power of the 
computer, which during simulation can cause considerable 
time costs with a large number of IC. 

This drawback can be eliminated due to the use of Field-
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology using a shift 
register algorithm with linear feedback [5]. Therefore, the 
development of a laboratory bench (software and hardware 
complex) for predicting the quantitative characteristics of 
RTD faultlessness (such as Reliability Function - R and 
Mean Operating Time to Failure - T0) becomes relevant, 
what can be accomplished using technologies from National 
Instruments, namely LabView (Laboratory Virtual 
Instrumentation Engineering Workbench) software complex 
and NI MyRIO multi-functional reconfigurable platform. 

Thus, it is planned to achieve an increase in the efficiency of 
calculating the faultlessness characteristics of complex radio 
technical devices. 

II. LABORATORY BENCH STRUCTURE  

The laboratory bench for predicting the dependability of 
RTD, in particular, the reliability characteristics by RTD, 
includes three main components: a personal computer, a 
multifunctional reconfigurable platform NI MyRIO and an 
engineering laboratory workstation NI ELVIS (see Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. The composition of the laboratory bench for reliability prediction 
of RTD 

A. The role of the personal computer  

The computing process is controlled using a personal 
computer with a special software package installed that is 
compatible with the NI MyRIO multi-functional 
reconfigurable platform [6]. This requirement is met by 
LabVIEW - graphical application development environment 
developed by National Instruments. With this software, the 
NI MyRIO platform could be programmed as well as the 
statistical processing of the obtained data could be carried 
out according to the results of the simulation modeling. 

B. The role of NI MyRIO platform 

The multifunctional reconfigurable platform NI MyRIO 
is an intermediate between a personal computer and an 
engineering laboratory workstation NI ELVIS. However, it 
plays a key role in the entire bench (see Fig. 1), since it 
receives information through the input ports, forms the type 
of signals and delivers the necessary effects through the 
output ports. 

The National Instruments hardware-software approach, 
commonly referred to as reconfigurable input/output 
architecture, is based on four main components: a processor, 
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FPGA, input/output, and graphics software [7]. Figure 2 
represents NI LabView RIO architecture.  

 

Fig. 2. The NI LabView RIO architecture 

In the aggregate, these components provide the ability to 
quickly create specialized hardware circuits with high-
performance input/output and flexibility in system 
management. 

FPGA is a logical element (“AND”, “OR”, etc.) on a 
single chip, and the logic of work is set by the user. 

In contrast to the microcontroller, which is used more to 
perform chains of commands, their cyclic repetition, 
switching from one chain to another, etc., FPGA, in turn, is 
mainly used to perform simple logical operations and, 
crucially, a large number of them at the same time, using 
different clock frequencies [8]. 

FPGA has memory boxes, configurable logic boxes 
(CLBs), multiplication boxes and digital signal processors 
(DSPs), input/output boxes, programmable interconnects 
(see Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3.  FPGA technology 

The circuit design is performed in a hardware description 
language, which is then synthesized into bitstreams before 
being written to the FPGA core. Compared to other logical 
devices, FPGA has a very high logical density. This means 
that one chip contains from ten thousand to eight million 
gates. Therefore, complex logic circuits are implemented 
using FPGA.  

The user himself programs the required circuit on FPGA 
devices. The main advantage is the ability to reprogram the 
device. Therefore, in most cases, such a technical solution is 
the most preferable at the design stage, as there may be 
permanent unforeseen changes in the scheme. 

C. The role of the NI ELVIS Engineering Laboratory 
Station 

The NI ELVIS engineering laboratory workstation serves  

as a breadboard for assembling an electrical circuit diagram 
on logic elements - an imitation of a “Reliability Block 
Diagram” (RBD), as well as for displaying waveforms of 
signals, measuring voltages at control points, and ensuring 
stable power supply. 

III. SIMULATION MODELING PROCESS  

The simulation process includes 3 stages (see Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 4. Simulation modeling process 

The first stage is the acquisition of realizations of random 
variables, the second is the imitational experiments on the 
formal model of RTD, and the third is the statistical 
processing of the simulation results. 

The calculated estimate of the reliability characteristics 
quantitative values redundant by RTD with high accuracy is 
possible due to the simulation modeling method (Monte-
Carlo Method) [9]. 

This is achieved by an adequate description of their 
structure and, if necessary, reconfiguration algorithms in 
formal model. 

The essence of this method is as follows: for the basic 
random variable x, distributed according to a uniform law on 
the interval [a; b] generates a set of random values of N, and 
then, based on it, the required values ui. 

The accuracy of the estimate depends only on the number 
of random values (points) N. From a mathematical point of 
view, this is explained by the expression (1): 

1

( ) ( )
b N

i
ia

b a
f x dx f u

N =

−≈ ⋅ . (1) 

The Monte-Carlo Method has several disadvantages: the 
first is its verification, i.e. the need to confirm the accuracy 
of numerical calculation results of RTD reliability indicators; 
the second is its duration, which consists of three 
components: the construction of a formal model, its 
verification and the conduct of a simulation experiment; and 
the lack of universality [10, 11]. 

Also requires highly qualified training of the operator 
(researcher). Therefore, this method of simulation is difficult, 
but it has the main advantage - authenticity. 

A. Implementation of random variables 

One of the most common hardware-software methods for 
obtaining random variables is the use of a pseudo-random 
number generator based on shift registers with linear 
feedback [5]. 

This method is implemented as a VI module (IP core for 
NI LabView FPGA) and can be used in various applications 
[12]. The implementation of a pseudo-random number 
generator based on linear feedback shift registers in the NI 
LabView is shown in Fig. 5. 

When generating random numbers, the uniform 
distribution law of the random variable should be used [13]. 
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Fig. 5. Implementing a pseudo-random number generator based on linear 
feedback shift registers in the NI LabView  

B. Creating a formal model 

The formal model is one of the stages of the 
implementation of the Monte Carlo method in predicting the 
faultlessness characteristics of RTD. To build it, it is 
necessary to form a Scheme for Calculating the 
Dependability (SCD). 

SCD can be presented in the form of a “Reliability Block 
Diagram” (RBD). RBD, in general, is a structural chain of a 
serial or parallel connection of IC, that displays failure 
criteria. An example of the image of the RBD is shown in 
Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Reliability Block Diagram 

To simplify the verification of RBD of structurally 
complex RTD a “Group Tree” (GT) is formed, which 
consists of n-levels groups [14]. It should be noted that for 
GT the possibility of including the same IC in different paths 
is realized (Fig. 7). 

According to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, a certain n-level group 
consists of IC, the combination of which can be represented 
as Boolean logic using “AND”/“OR” logic elements for the 
purpose of unification (see Fig. 8). 

Explanations for Fig. 8: the logical element “AND” 
represents a serial connection of IC and indicates the 
impossibility of obtaining a logical “1” at the output of this 
connection, since failure of any IC will lead to failure of the 
RTD. 

Logical element “OR” displays a parallel connection of 
IC and indicates the possibility of obtaining a logical "1" at 
the output of this connection in the case of a feed to one of 
the inputs of a logical “0”, since failure of one IC will not 
lead to failure of RTD. 

 

 

Fig. 7. The scheme for calculating the RTD reliability in the form of  
"Group tree" 

 

Fig. 8. Representation of the RTD components relationship in the form of 
a logical scheme 

To achieve this view, you can use a common approach - 
the formation of “Fault Tree Analysis” (FTA) [15]. The 
essence of this approach is to build an acyclic oriented graph 
that determines the causal relationships of a system failure 
with the failures of its subsystems and elements, as well as 
other events and impacts (see Fig. 9). 

 

Fig. 9. Schematic illustration FTA 

Formed SCD in the form of “Fault Tree” is due to the 
detailing of events related to system failures, its subsystems 
and elements (components) from the “effect” to the “cause” 
(i.e., “from top to bottom”) in order to find possible causes of 
their occurrence [15, 16]. 
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Existing methods of working with FTA are aimed at 
implementing a static model, which imposes certain 
problems of quantitative analysis of dependability indicators 
by the considered method, because some events (impacts, 
failures) can occur during a certain time with a certain 
probability, and the time and sequence of their occurrence is 
not taken into account. 

The use of the mathematical apparatus of Boolean logic 
allows us to simplify the conditions for the performance of 
complex RTD and the dependability calculation. 

For example, if it is stated that the system is operable in 
the case of the operability of its two components “A” and 
“B”, then it could be concluded that the system’s operability 
(event “C”) and the operability of components “A” and “B” ( 
event "A" and event "B") are interconnected by a logical 
equation of operability: 

C A B= ∧ , (2) 

where “˄” is logical operation “AND”. 

The logical equation of operability, for this case, is 
represented by the scheme of serial connection of elements A 
and B [17]. 

Therefore, it is recommended to use logical operators 
(vertices), taking into account the dependence of events, time 
relations, priorities (see Fig. 10). 

 

Fig. 10. Logical operators (vertices) 

By applying similar vertices to the failure tree, it is 
possible to calculate the following reliability characteristics: 
Failure Function - Q(t), Reliability Function - R(t), average 
number of failures N0 , etc. 

Since the structural diagram can be represented as a 
logical diagram (see Fig. 8), then the application of FPGA 
technology is fair. 

The sequence of representation of the object of study for 
reliability prediction is shown in Fig. 11. 

 

Fig. 11. Sequence of the object of study representation for predicting 
reliability 

Explanations for Fig. 11: knowing the functional scheme 
of the object of study (RTD), it is possible to form a 
structural diagram, which, in turn, can be represented as a 
logical scheme (logical connection of the system 
components). 

C. Statistical processing of simulation results 

The method of statistical processing of simulation results 
consists of six main stages and is presented in the form of an 
IDEF0-diagram (see Fig. 12). 

 

Fig. 12. Methods of statistical processing of simulation results 

The formation of the initial data is based on the user's 
documentation, indicating the numerical values of the failure 
rates (λ) for each component of the RTD (system). 

The first phase (see Fig. 12, Block 1) was aimed for 
calculating Failure Function of the IC (Qi): 

1 exp( )i iQ tλ= − − ⋅ , (3) 

where t is operating time; i is IC number. 

Further, the resulting numerical value Qi is shown on the 
line [0; 1]. 

In the second stage (see Fig. 12, Block 2) the random 
numbers (xi) were generated according to the uniform 
distribution (continuous).  

The third phase (see Fig. 12, Block 3) was necessary to 
compared numerical value Qi with the random generated 
number xi according to the uniform distribution (continuous). 

In the fourth stage (see Fig. 12, Block 4) failure or no 
failure of the IC was simulated. I.e. if the value of xi gets into 
the interval [0; Qi], failure component will simulate (logical 
“0” input comp.). But if the value of xi gets into the interval 
[Qi; 1], successful operation component will simulate no 
matter how long does it work (logical “1” input comp.).  

The fifth phase (see Fig. 12, Block 5) is necessary to 
calculate the duration of the c work of the IC to failure (TFi). 
The expression (3) lead to the expression (4): 

ln(x )
F

i
i

i

t
λ

= − . (4) 

The final sixth stage (see Fig. 12, Block 6) permitted to 
estimate numerically the Reliability Function of RTD 
(system) in general, and Mean Operating Time to Failure of 
RTD (system), according to the expression: 

 sP
n

N
= ; 0

1

1
 

N

s Fi
i

T t
N =

= ⋅ . (5) 

where N is quantity of tests; n is number of tests with a 
positive result. 
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IV. CONDUCTING A VIRTUAL EXPERIMENT  

The lightweight spacecraft electronic power supply was 
chosen as an object (RTD) in this scientific research. Fig. 13 
represents the RBD of the lightweight spacecraft electronic 
power supply. 

 

Fig. 13. The reliability block diagram of the lightweight spacecraft 
electrical power supply 

Within virtual experiment a developed VI-module is used 
[18, 19]. Which demonstrates the work of the Monte Carlo 
Method for dependability predicting (reliability 
characteristics) structurally complex RTD. 

Virtual experiment of the laboratory bench was 
performed with the aid of personal computer and software NI 
LabView for simulation of failures of reserved RTD. Fig. 14 
represents, the front program panel. 

 

Fig. 14. Virtual appliance for predicting the faultlessness characteristics by 
reserved RTD  

As a result of the experiment the values were obtained  
Ps = 0,99 (operating time = 50000 h.) and Т0s = 78000 h. for 
10 thousand tests. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Thus, it could be concluded that the National Instruments 
toolbox allows you to create a laboratory bench for 
predicting the reliability of wireless devices using the 
simulation modeling. The use of such bench can be 
applicable not only in predicting wireless devices reliability 
in engineering practice, but also in the training of bachelors 
and masters of engineering directions. 
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